To hear the worst oft cures the worst. Jan. 8, 1965

BOOSTER CLUB  YEA RAH

The CARBON commends the Booster Club for initiating the redecoration of the Perc. Mr. Lawrence and the other individuals who also aided in the completion of the project. Murals will be added to the walls and curtains are planned for the windows in the near future. It is a credit to Marian College when its students display such ambition and initiative. Nearly everyone complains about existing conditions but very few have the drive and perseverance to exchange their hollow criticisms for decisive action. The most unfortunate part of the situation is that those who do not participate usually do not appreciate. If you approve of such changes, make your feelings known—it makes the efforts of these people seem worthwhile. Many thanks to the Booster Club.

LOUNGE

The Student Board is currently considering some changes in the decoration of the Mixed Lounge. One change is in the process of completion. All vending machines and bottle racks will be placed in the storage room in the northwest corner of the lounge. Every effort is being made to make the Mixed Lounge a descent recreational area but this involves every student. If some individuals persist in leaving trash and bottles on the floor and tables, no amount of rearrangement or redecoration will improve current conditions. Other plans will be announced as they come up for consideration before the Board.

PERC

The Perc will be open Mon. through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. It will remain open through the lunch period.

DONT FORGET

The Fabulous Four Wheels will be appearing in the lounge this evening at the Freshman Class Mixer. This is for one night only at the low price of 75¢. You can shout and shout and even knock yourself out for this one small fee. Freshman President Mike Hill will stamp a big zero on the foreheads of those who decline his polite invitation to get the hell down to the lounge at 8:30 tonight.

Sister Marina: "Jack, what does HNO₃ signify?"
O'Donnell: "Well, ah, er..., I've got it right on the tip of my tongue...
Sister: "Well, you'd better spit it out. It's nitric acid.

HOMECOMING

Homecoming Weekend, January 15, 16.

Friday:
4:30 Judging of the floats
8-11 Alumni-Student Mixer
Crowning of the Queen and annual bonfire—Lounge, 50¢

Saturday:
2:30 Marian vs. Oakland City
5:30 Smorgasbord in the Cafe., $2.00
9-12 Dance (semi-formal)
I.U. Med. Center, $3.50
Queen and court will be presented at 10:30.

Queen Candidates
Seniors: Mary Wallace
Mary Beth Mc Alluf
Juniors: Bev. Freije
Mary Johnson
Sophs., Nancy Carrier
C inny Mosele
Frosh: Mary Crowin
Connie Eton

Congratulations to the candidates and good luck to the float makers. The hard work that is being done on the Homecoming is once again the job of the Booster Club.

WHO WOULD GUESS III?

Leave it to the lowly people to expose themselves. On the day of January 6, 1965, an olive cigarette case and lighter of great monetary and sentimental value were taken without due reason from the Mixed Lounge between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. I would appreciate to the fullest extent the return of this item to Box 338a, Clare Hall.

Sincerely Yours,
H urt through Thievery
To add a spot of color to next week's Homecoming activities, may we suggest that you men bedeck your lady friend with an official Marian College mum. These golden flowers will add a certain collegiate air to Saturday's hardcourt fracas and the evening's dance. They will be available before the game.

Place your order Monday and Tuesday in front of the auditorium. One dollar is the terrific price for this lovely corsage. There is a limited quantity of these flowers as this is a trial and error sale. Order yours early!

MURAL GAMES—JANUARY 10

11:00 " " Trashmen vs. Finks
12:00 Old Dogs vs. Hotshots
1:00 Rogues vs. Aces Full
2:00 Passionate Few vs. Whiz Kids
3:00 Vet's Club vs. Manuah's Mixers
4:00 Sugars vs. Jokers
5:00 Chews vs. Bombers

Support your favorite team.

Wednesday night Marian's young but fast rising basketball team fought a rugged St. Joseph's College team right down to the wire, losing 68-66. The Pumas from Rensselaer came to Marian with a fine 7-1 record and just got out by the skin of their tail. It was truly one of the finest games the Knights have played all year as they showed poise and fight all the way. Student support undoubtedly contributed to the Reynoldsmen's desire.

This Saturday night we take on Giffin College from Van Wert, Ohio. Let's get out and support the team as they go after victory No. 6 at 8:00 p.m. in the Marian Fieldhouse. The visitors are perfect bait for a Knight trap.

The reserve squad will play at 6:00, trying the local Porter Business College five. Don't miss this one!

LOGIC?

The more we study, the more we know.
The more we know, the more we forget.
The more we forget, the less we know.
The less we know, the less we forget.
The less we forget, the more we know.

So why study?

Professor: "I won't begin today's lecture until the room settles down."

Voice (from the rear): "Go home and sleep it off old man."

"I hate people who are nonecommital and vague, don't you?"

"Mmmmmm."

CHARGE!

It seems that Marian and St. Joe were engaged in more than basketball game Wednesday evening. The pugilistic prowess of Marian men was indeed manifest during and after the exhibition. The referees were Super Teacher, the Diffident Dean of Men, and Galloping Goebel calling a retreat. They were opposed by Cleon the Coach trumpeting a charge. One Marian man, while seeking to circulate a histrinous visitor, gave him a friendly thump on the head sending him playfully rolling on the sod. It was magnificent. We even captured the enemy standard. The trophy case of the Fighting Fiends now contains one slightly used "Go Pumas" horn. Alas, such is the fortune of war. It was a night that will live forever in the minds of men.

The CARBON demands to know:

Is the Manure (sic) Mixer an authorized publication?

When was the last Student Board Meeting?

Why doesn't anyone attend the Student Board meetings, (when they have them)

Where is Fred Carr?

The CARBON hisses:

Those who read only the "second chapter."

Sloppy Mixed Lounge card sharks.

The balding Eagles of the Senior class.

Can't Cut It Out

It has been announced that there will be unlimited cuts in 200 courses next semester. It is the hope of the CARBON that all students will assume the responsibility that accompanies this privilege. We must not abuse this or it will rightfully be revoked.

"Do you have a faculty for making love?"

"No, we have a student body."

"I hate people who are nonecommital and vague, don't you?"